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Abstract

Therapeutic cancer vaccination is an attractive treatment modality for cancer, but with limitations using existing whole-cell, peptide, or protein vaccines. We propose that a cell-penetrating peptide (CPP)-based vaccine delivering multi-epitopic antigens into antigen-presenting cells (APCs) offers great potential to induce an integrated antitumor immune response and robust, sustained therapeutic effect.
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\begin{abstract}
Therapeutic cancer vaccination is an attractive treatment modality for cancer, but with limitations using existing whole-cell, peptide, or protein vaccines. We propose that a cell-penetrating peptide (CPP)-based vaccine delivering multi-epitopic antigens into antigen-presenting cells (APCs) offers great potential to induce an integrated antitumor immune response and robust, sustained therapeutic effect.

\textbf{Abbreviations:} APC, antigen-presenting cell; CPP, cell-penetrating peptide; DC, dendritic cell.
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\section*{Introduction}

The historic success story of applied immunology is undoubtedly vaccination—capable of eradicating at least one of the major scourges of humanity, smallpox. However, achieving the dream of efficacious therapeutic cancer vaccination has remained elusive. Evidently, it is intrinsically simpler to amplify elements of our immune system that have principally evolved to combat pathogenic microbes. But putting aside the quantitative aspects of avidity of recognition of a cancer antigen versus a pathogen antigen, there are other aspects of antitumor immunity that need to be mastered. Solid cancers are composed of antigenically heterogenous malignant cells, with frequently hostile microenvironments, with variable accessibility for immune effector cells and molecules. Most cancer immunotherapists would agree that therapeutic vaccines should ideally target such tumors on multiple fronts. However, the current solutions proposed for advanced clinical development reflect the limited availability of safe and feasible vaccine formulations rather than optimal solutions. We therefore applaud the vision of individuals and companies in developing therapeutic vaccines, but we acknowledge that certain clinical disappointments are inevitable because of technological limitations. Indeed, a CD4\textsuperscript{+} T cell component of antitumor immunity is highly desirable, not only through intrinsic effector functions but also helper functions during CD8\textsuperscript{+} T cell priming, recruitment to the tumor site, and establishing memory. For some of these functions, antigens present in the tumor rather than “universal” but not tumor-expressed antigens are preferable. The ideal antigenically defined therapeutic cancer vaccine will induce CD8\textsuperscript{+} and CD4\textsuperscript{+} T cells against several tumor antigens to cope with tumor heterogeneity and immune escape by antigen loss.

Once a tumor antigen panel has been selected, how can the vaccine be formulated? Perhaps, the simplest approach is a cocktail of synthetic peptides corresponding to the defined epitopes. There is extensive clinical experience of peptide-based vaccines, but overall limited clinical efficacy. Although short peptides are the most explored, there is now accumulating and compelling evidence that long peptides are advantageous, because they require processing, and because a given long peptide may potentially incorporate epitopes for both CD4\textsuperscript{+} and CD8\textsuperscript{+} T cells. A logical development of the long-epitope approach is to use recombinant proteins to incorporate even...
more of the desirable elements of the vaccine, particularly larger numbers of epitopes that are not only recognized by both CD4\(^+\) and CD8\(^+\) T cells, but which are also restricted by different HLA alleles. However, conventional recombinant protein vaccines have a major disadvantage: they are taken up by APCs and processed principally via the endosomal route, resulting in presentation on MHC class II molecules and stimulation of CD4\(^+\) T cells and a humoral response. These characteristics may be ideal for a prophylactic vaccine for HBV, but insufficient for an efficacious therapeutic cancer vaccine. This lack of an integrated CD4\(^+\) and CD8\(^+\) T cell response is likely to have contributed to recent disappointing results using recombinant MAGE-3 in clinical trials for melanoma and non-small-cell lung cancer (as discussed in\(^6\)). We and others have explored a potential solution to benefit from the antigen-carrying capacity of a protein, while inducing an integrated immune response; this involves exploiting the properties of CPP that can transport cargoes across biological membranes.\(^7\)

Studies of CPPs including those derived from viral proteins (such as TAT from HIV and ZEBRA from EBV) indicated that their cargo can include protein antigens that are in turn transported into APCs. We reported that a 42 residue fragment (Z12) of the ZEBRA CPP could transport multi-epitopic cargoes (Z12-Multi-E) into different processing compartments of DCs (Fig. 1A), resulting in presentation of the incorporated epitopes on different MHC class I and class II alleles, and subsequent stimulation of cognate CD4\(^+\) and CD8\(^+\) T cells (Fig. 1B-C).\(^8\) The efficiency and rapidity of protein transduction by Z12 was striking; cytosolic protein transduction was non-detectable in the absence of Z12, and far more efficient than achieved with the well-described CPP Tat\(_{57-49}\).

Nevertheless, *in vitro*-proven antigen delivery does not necessarily equate with *in vivo* utility, in which a useful integrated antitumor response must have sufficient magnitude and functionality to impact on aggressive tumors. This was validated for Z12-based cancer vaccines (Fig. 1D), which had major therapeutic effect in three different mouse tumor models; remarkably, the most sustained therapeutic responses were with a challenging orthotopic brain tumor.

The clinical context and biological complexity of human malignancy means that there are multiple optimizations that may need to be tested to achieve major clinical impact, especially for application to different tumor types. These will undoubtedly include the selection of antigens, but must also incorporate continuing advances in adjuvants and potential ameliorations such as DC targeting. In this regard, the potential benefits of an "all in one" CPP-protein-based platform are considerable. At least for the Z12 CPP we have tested, cargo capacity is substantial, and greater than currently reported for viral-vector based approaches. Therefore, this allows great flexibility in selection of antigens. Moreover, adding targeting or adjuvancing moieties will apply to all constituent epitopes within the protein rather than to individual antigens, as would be the case with short or long peptide-based vaccines. The current opportunities and tools in cancer immunotherapy offer many opportunities for future cancer treatment, with checkpoint blockade attracting much deserved attention. But a single immunotherapy modality is clearly insufficient for most patients; the potential of vaccination should therefore be fully exploited using the opportunities to further explore, develop, and combine tools such as CPP-based vectors.

![Figure 1. Cell-penetrating peptides (CPPs) transport antigenic cargoes into dendritic cells (DCs) and induce robust CD4\(^+\) and CD8\(^+\) T-cell mediated antitumor immunity.](image-url)

(A) The Z12-MultiE CPP transports antigenic cargoes into both endosomal and cytosolic compartments. (B) Processing and loading of Z12-MultiE antigens on MHC class I and MHC class II. (C) Stimulation of multi-epitopic CD4\(^+\) and CD8\(^+\) T cells. (D) CPP-based vaccine induction of an integrated effector T cell response directed against tumor with heterogeneous antigen expression.
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